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2 Image Source Fall Showcase

Thank you for joining us at this year’s 
Fall Showcase. We celebrated the 
fun of discovering new, amazing 
merchandise ideas in our Great 
Swag Hunt.  This super swag 
soiree featured 100 of our top 
manufacturing partners and all of 
their best brandable products.  As 
always, we had great gifts, raffles, 
food, beverages, networking and 
more. This event is made successful 
in no short part due to you, our 
client partners.  We appreciate your 
continued partnership with 
Image Source.
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This reusable bag features durable 10-
oz. cotton front and back panels that 
offer a generous imprint area, paired 
with natural-colored jute gussets and 
bottom. The interior gussets 
are laminated.

Josephine

Eco Color Bound JournalBookTM

Recycled paper hard bound cover. Through a 
partnership with 1% For The Planet, one percent of 
sales of this and all EcoSmart products will be donated 
to nonprofits dedicated to protecting the planet.

This stylish pen features a trendy 
rubberized finish barrel, allowing 
you to write in comfort in any 
position, and a smooth writing 
high capacity cartridge, available 
in Black ink or Blue ink.

Bowie Softy - ColorJet

Show Floor
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This water resistant container 
and first aid kit contains: 3 Latex 
Free Bandages, 2 Sunscreen 
Packets, 1 Lip Balm, 1 Moist 
Towelette and 1 First Aid Guide.

“Ez Carry” First Aid Kit

RPET Fold-Away Carryall

The perfect bag that can travel with you anywhere. 
When you are not using it fold it up and pack it away!

Packaged in an elegant and practical pillow 
pouch with a smooth finish and capable of full-
color process printing, this Sunglasses Pillow Pouch 
kit is a must have. The kit includes beautiful wood 
tone sunglasses and a handy microfiber cloth 
packaged in an OPP bag.

Sunglass Kit
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The Burbank waist pack allows you to carry all 
of your essentials while on the go. It features a 
large main zipper compartment, a front zipper 
compartment, and an adjustable strap with 
plastic buckle.

Burbank Fanny Bag

Scotch® Lint Sheets

Each includes 40 disposable sticky sheets! 
Easily removes lint and pet hair from 
clothing and more! Specially designed 
cover helps prevent lint sheets from 
sticking to purse or pocket contents.

This Auto Emergency Tool features an automatic 
glass striker, Seatbelt Cutter, Whistle, LED Flashlight, 
Knife, and a screwdriver with tire tread depth gauge.  

Keychain Auto Emergency Tool

Show Floor
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Add some atmosphere to your upcoming garden party with the eye catching look of these custom 
mood light garden deco balls. These cool promotional party accessories feature seven different 
colors along with a “transition” setting that lets you put all of them on display. Simply press the button 
on the bottom of the light to activate. These floating, frosty orbs help create a brilliant ambience 
inside and out. Use them to light a dark pathway, float them in water or use them as an alternative to 
flame candles. No matter how you put them to use, they’re sure to please!

Mood Light Garden Deco Balls
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Coffee Stress Reliever

Coffee stress reliever is just the thing to 
give your promotion a jolt of energy. 
Fun trade show giveaway and ideal for 
coffee bars, cafes and restaurants!

Be environmentally conscious with this 
stainless steel straw set with 2 straight straws, 
2 bent straws, 2 cleaning rods and a case.

Stainless Steel 
Reusable Straw Set

Give everyone a taste of your brand by 
promoting it with these reusable 
polypropylene straws in a drawstring pouch!

4 Reusable Straws in 
Drawstring Pouch

Show Floor
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The Premio Click is a fun phone accessory 
that will change how you take photos. It 
allows you to remotely control the shutter of 
your phone’s camera.

Premio Click

Snap Cable Wrap

Made of polyurethane this Snap Cable Wrap 
helps you keep cords, cables and earbuds 
bundled and neat. 

This 4-in-1 Light-up braided charging multi-cable 
includes USB, Type-C, Micro USB and a 2-in-1 
Lightning/Micro USB cable so you can use it with 
almost any device!

Jellyfish Light-Up Braided 
Charging Cable
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Snap Cable Wrap

Single wall stainless steel bottle with flip top 
rubber-sealed spout. Hand wash only. FDA certified.

Crescent 25 oz Stainless Steel Bottle

Toddy Twist is the latest development in cable organization 
products. It’s flexible and organizes multiple cables and cords 
at once. Simply wrap the Toddy Twist around the cables and 
done!

Toddy Twist Cable and Cord Organizer

Show Floor
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Velvet Neoprene Wrist Strap

Never lose your keys again! The Velvet Neoprene 
Wrist Strap makes it easy to keep your keys with you. 

The message board that speaks for you! Includes 
batteries and marker w/eraser.

Bubble Light Box

Over 4” tall, the Arco Bot is the 
perfect desk buddy. Anytime you 
are feeling down, wind them up 
and watch them dance and do the 
splits. Great fun for all ages!

Acro Bot
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Custom Scrunchie

Made with a breathable polyester and 
spandex blend, Scrunchies are an excellent 
accessory for all-day wear.

48” arc fashion style umbrella with auto 
open feature and trendy, Iridescent 
fabric and white hook handle.

Iridescent Umbrella

The Air Pocket is just another great way to 
carry your Apple AirPods with you. It is a 
soft silicone cover that wraps around the 
original case providing a snug layer of extra 
protection to your coveted AirPods.

Air Pocket

Show Floor
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Zzz Mask

Catch up on those badly needed Z’s anytime of 
the day or night when you shut out the light with 
this comfortable sleep mask. This extra-generous 
mask covers a large portion of your face to 
prevent you from being disturbed.

Each Hard-Fired Enamel design is stamped 
into brass and then the recessed areas are 
filled with enamel and fired at a very high 
temperature, bringing the enamel areas 
level with the metal.

Hard Enamel Pin

Custom Pop out Magnets

A set of 4 pop out magnets. Choose from 
one of our predesigned shapes, or 
design something completely custom to 
fit your needs!
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Zzz Mask

Iridescent PopSockets Grip

Electric and cool, an Iridescent 
PopSockets® Grip is the unicorn of the 
PopSockets Grips. It’s on-trend, super 
functional and sticks flat to the back of 
your phone, tablet or case with its rinsable, 
repositionable gel.

This delicious speaker will satisfy your appetite for quality 
sound and vibrant visuals while being one of the most 
affordable Bluetooth speakers on the market!

Sandwich Bluetooth Speaker

Large, oversized pouch for storage and organization 
while on-the-go. Top zippered closure secures 
contents. Customizable decorative tag adds an 
additional creative way to brand your bag.

Avery Large Cotton Zippered Pouch

Show Floor
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Sport-Tek® Sport-Wick® Fleece Jogger

This moisture-wicking jogger is perfect for warm-ups 
and cool-downs, as well as lounging around the 
house.
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District® Medal Tee

Strengthen your style impact. This ring spun 
cotton/poly blend is the perfect tee to 
complete any outfit. 

Sport-Tek® Super Heavyweight 
Full-Zip Sweatshirt

On or off the field, it’s the most warmth you can 
get out of a sweatshirt. Weighing in at a hefty 
12 ounces, our super heavyweight fleece is 
constructed for durability and comfort.

Home
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OGIO® Endurance Ladies 
Pulse Phantom Tank

Moisture wicking ultra breathable fabric designed to 
keep you cool all day long. 

OGIO® Endurance
Ladies Force Hoodie

Stay cool with this moisture wicking stretch  
fabric hoodie. Perfect for working out or just 
lounging around. 
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OGIO® Endurance Ladies 
Pulse Phantom Tank

Sport-Tek® Ladies Tri-Blend Jogger

A flattering, moisture-wicking jogger with an 
adjustable drawcord waistband to accommodate 
a wide variety of body types.

Home
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Regency Striped BlanketTM

It’s all about the stripes! With a cozy 
combination of two-ply micro plush and soft 
ribbed flannel, plus its enormous 60” x 70” 
size, the Regency Striped Blanket provides 
the perfect royal touch. 

Foxhill ThrowTM

Ever want to get back to nature? Our Foxhill 
Throw evokes the feel of the great outdoors, 
while luxurious fleece stays true to our highest 
expectations of comfort.
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Foxhill ThrowTM Port Authority® Plush Texture Blanket

An unbelievably soft hand, subtle texture and 
flecks of color throughout make this warm blanket 
an irresistible indulgence at the end of the day.

Serenity Concrete Candle

The Serenity 12 oz. Concrete Candle is as 
comfortable in a perfectly curated Instagram grid 
as it is positioned in your urban loft window.

Tanner Coaster Set

This exclusive set of coasters is all that separates the 
condensation of water vapor droplets plummeting 
down that frosty glass to your heirloom table.  

Custom Throw Pillow

Transform your bedroom or living room with 
these custom throw pillows!

Home
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Hive™ True Wireless Portable 
Surround Sound Speaker

The Hive True Wireless speaker allows you to 
enjoy music with a portable surround sound 
system using true wireless technology. Listen 
to a single unit with dynamic 5W sound 
and built-in subwoofer or pair multiple units 
together to listen to music in every room of 
your home or office.

Sonosphear™ Wireless Speaker

Music. It pulses through our very being. It 
can transform a moment into a memory, fill 
space, and transcend time. Engineered to 
deliver bold, vibrant sound, the Sonosphear’s 
classic design, powerful dual 8W driver 
performance, and state-of-the-art wireless 
technology will enhance your musical 
experience into something unforgettable.
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Hive™ True Wireless Portable 
Surround Sound Speaker

Boltron™ Wireless Charging Pad

Keep your smartphone devices charged and ready to go when you are! The Boltron makes 
charging as simple as placing your mobile phone device on a surface so you can grab 
and go without the hassle of a tangled mess or unplugging cords. The Boltron charging pad 
allows you to simultaneously charge 5 smartphone devices (2 via USB outputs and 3 wireless 
charging-enabled devices on the pad).

Home
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Port Authority® Retro Backpack

With modern touches like a laptop sleeve and 
office organizer, this backpack still has that retro 
flair, but with an updated look and functionality. 

Carhartt® Acrylic Watch Hat

A classic. You’ll reach for it every time the wind 
gets blustery and the temperatures drop. Not 
only warm, but comfortable, too.
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Port & Company® Long Sleeve 
Performance Blend Tee

A soft cotton hand feel joins Dry Zone® 
moisture-wicking technology for unbeatable 
comfort and performance.

Sport-Tek® Tri-Blend Short 
Sleeve Hooded Pullover

With short sleeves for easy movement, 
this amazingly soft hoodie wicks moisture 
and locks in color, thanks to PosiCharge 
technology.

Office
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Sport-Tek® Ladies 
Scoop Neck Tee

These high-performance tees have a 
soft, matte hand and deliver exceptional 
UV protection, PosiCharge color-locking 
technology and moisture wicking.

Sport-Tek® Ladies Tri-Blend 
Crop Hooded Pullover

With short sleeves for easy movement, 
this amazingly soft hoodie wicks moisture 
and locks in color, thanks to PosiCharge 
technology.
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Sport-Tek® Ladies 
Scoop Neck Tee

Port Authority® Hip Pack

Simple and compact, this pack can sit comfortably 
on your hip or across your body. It has two zippered 
pockets to store grab-and-go essentials.

Sport-Tek® Ladies 7/8 Legging

With plenty of stretch for movement, this moisture-
wicking legging complements an active lifestyle.

Office
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Cipher Wood Frame w/ Plastic Letter Board

Get your brands message across loud and clear with 
this trendy-but-timeless letter board. Durable white 
plastic letters are included, sealed in a cotton bag for 
safekeeping.

Moleskine® Cahier 
Ruled Large Journal

Perfect lightweight journal for day-to-day use with 
cardboard cover and visible stitching.

Cinema Light Box

The Cinema Light Box lets you create your own 
message with this decorative light box. It includes 60 
letters and symbols and an on/off switch located on 
the side of light box. 
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Cipher Wood Frame w/ Plastic Letter Board

Moleskine® Cahier 
Ruled Large Journal

Desk Gift Set

You’re an overachiever and you don’t believe in cutting corners. When it comes to your 
workspace, it’s obvious that you’re gonna need the whole kit and caboodle. The Gift Set 
is perfect for new employee welcome kits, sales call leave-behinds, and stellar mailing 
campaigns. The set comes with all of your favorite Up desk items including Pen Cup, Stapler, 
Tape Dispenser, Tray, and three writing instruments of your choice; Jotter Pen, Scribbler Pen, 
or Pencil! 

Office
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Blake Computer Backpack

Modern, slim backpack with tote style grab 
handles. Zippered main compartment. 
Includes padded laptop pocket (fits up to 
a 15” laptop) and pen loop organization.

Truman Wireless Charging 
Desk Organizer

Put all your daily necessities in one location, 
making your desk clutter-free. Wirelessly 
charge your devices, compatible with all 
Qi-standard wirelessly-charged phones. 

Zebra® F-701 All Steel Retractable Ballpoint

Rugged and sturdy, this stainless steel ballpoint pen is 
designed for the serious communicator looking to embody 
their personal style in their writing instrument.
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Blake Computer Backpack

Pebble Bluetooth® Outdoor Speaker

Stream music from your smartphone, tablet, 
or any Bluetooth enabled device. Integrated 
buttons allow you to answer calls through the 
speaker, adjust volume and skip music tracks 
and take a call mid-playlist.

Kyoto Bento Lunch Box

Fashionable design meets a traditional 
bento box that lets you carry your meals 
in style. Bento lunch box and utensils 
made from BPA-free plastic materials.

Igloo® Legacy Lunch 
Companion Cooler

Enhanced insulation with leak resistant 
antimicrobial liner. Dual zippered opening 
to main compartment

Office
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Port & Company® Washed Twill Cap

This cap is a great casual look with a smooth 
washed twill texture.

Port Authority® Sweater Fleece Vest

The comfort of a sweater joins the unbeatable 
warmth of fleece in these modern styles. 
Contrast binding at the pockets heightens the 
visual appeal. 
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District® Perfect Tri® Tee

Three yarns form a perfect 
easygoing look and ultra soft tee. 

Carhartt Force® Ridgefield 
Solid Long Sleeve Shirt

The quick-drying design of this 
lightweight, woven shirt sheds 
sweat to regulate your body 
temperature in a range of 
conditions.

Carhartt® Relaxed-Fit 
Tapered-Leg Jean

Denim endures. From your 
first pair of blue jeans as a kid, 
you’ve always loved the feel 
and comfort of denim. Built 
to endure harsh jobs.

Outdoor
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Sport-Tek® Posi-UV™ 
Pro Long Sleeve Tee

These high-performance tees have a 
soft, matte hand and deliver exceptional 
UV protection, PosiCharge color-locking 
technology and moisture wicking.

Sport-Tek® Ladies Triumph 
Cowl Neck Pullover

This double knit, cotton-rich pullover is 
a triumph with integrated pockets and 
rubberized zippers for a modern look and 
feel. 
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Sport-Tek® Posi-UV™ 
Pro Long Sleeve Tee

Sport-Tek® Heather Pom Pom Beanie

Don’t be afraid of the coming winter. Beat the cold with this 
stylish Pom Pom Beanie! 

Outdoor
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Retractable Lantern

This small camping lantern with a powerful 
light automatically activates when expanded.

Joey Chair

The patented Joey is light, comfortable, packs 
down to nothing and still supports 275lbs. If you 
want full on comfort and not all the fuss, this is 
the chair for you.
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Retractable Lantern

MiiR® Vacuum Insulated Camp Cup

Make your campfire memories a little warmer with a 
modern take on Grandpa’s old camp cup. Use it for 
your coffee, tea or your favorite drink you want to 
keep hot or cold. 

Oasis Double Wall Stainless Bottle

18/8 stainless steel double wall vacuum 
insulation keeps beverages cold or hot. Fits in 
car cup holders for easy on-the-go use

This electro-chrome plated 
zinc alloy bottle stopper with 
elegant Fabrizio colored 
food-safe silicone, provides 
an air-tight seal to prolong 
and preserve the contents 
of your open bottle.

Fabrizio Bottle Stopper

Outdoor
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Kanpai Bamboo Table

Gather around to break bread and say 
“cheers” on our deluxe bamboo table. Packs 
flat, travels well and comes with custom wine 
glass holders and a built-in bottle opener.

Side Kanpai Bamboo Table

A perfect companion for every chair, this 
classic and simple version of the side canyon 
table adds a little bit of glamp to any camp.
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Side Kanpai Bamboo Table

Shorty Camp Couch

It’s never too close for comfort on the sidelines, barbecues, or marshmallow 
roasting. Cuddle up to your favortie people in our low-profile double seater love seat.

Outdoor
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Port Authority® Flexfit® Cap

The original Flexfit cap. Only Flexfit offers the 
patented poly-weave spandex to assure you get 
the perfect fit.

Port Authority® Full-Length 
Two-Pocket Bib Apron

This durable, full-length apron provides ample 
coverage and has two pockets to keep tools 
and essentials organized. 
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Port Authority® 
Stretch Heather Polo

With an elevated heather look, 
these office-ready polo has 
plenty of stretch for unrestricted 
movement. With moisture 
wicking, this style also performs.

Sport-Tek® Long Sleeve 
Tri-Blend Raglan Tee

TThis ultracomfortable tee 
combines moisture-wicking 
performance, unbeatable tri-
blend softness and PosiCharge 
technology to lock in color.

Carhartt® Washed-Duck 
Work Dungaree

Long days on the job site or making 
repair calls require pants that are 
comfortable and durable. These 
pants let you move freely and 
they’re tough as a steel beam. 

Retail
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Port Authority® Market 
Full-Length Bib Apron

Craftsman styling creates a signature look in this 
apron that’s perfect for bistros, pubs, cooking classes 
and more. The wrinkle-resistant fabric has a denim-like 
look which blends performance with style to make a 
sophisticated statement.

Port Authority® Ladies Broadcloth 
Gingham Easy Care Shirt

Banish boring office attire! Created with 
traditional gingham colors and scale, 
our wrinkle-resistant shirts offer Easy Care 
convenience and everyday wearability.
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Port Authority® Market 
Full-Length Bib Apron Perfect Temp 20oz Stainless 

Steel Vacuum Tumbler

The 20 ounce tumbler offers sleek double wall, vacuum 
insulated stainless steel construction to keep your hot 
drinks warm and your iced drinks cold.

11oz Double Wall Stainless 
Steel Vacuum Coffee Cup

All of the double wall, stainless steel, 
vacuum technology in a stylish coffee 
mug with handle.

Retail
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Wally RIFD Card Holder

Keeps your cards protected from RFID readers 
or mobile apps capable of electronic theft. It 
offers room for up to 6 cards and it’s aluminum 
foundation protects your cards while remaining 
small enough to fit in any pocket.

ApPeel® Medio Journal

Have little impact on the world’s 
resource while generating big gains in 
your business with this ApPeel® Medio 
Journal. With paper made from apple 
pulp and other vegetable fibers that 
have been ground and emulsified into 
an organic material, this item is eco 
and animal friendly, sustainable and 
all natural.

Magnet Power Clip

Send a solid message with this 
solid power clip that has a strong 
magnet for super holding power! 
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Wally RIFD Card Holder

Magnet Power Clip

Retail

Whitney Enamel Mug

22 oz single wall enamel mug with glossy 
color out/ glossy white in, 18/8 stainless steel 
rim, and speckles.

Monaco Metallic Mug

16 oz stoneware: metallic 
finish out/ glossy color in.

Luca Matte Gray Mug

12 oz stoneware: matte gray out / glossy color in 
with speckles.
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Summit Travel Tumbler

16.9 oz double wall 18/8 stainless steel 
thermal tumbler with copper vacuum 
insulation, clear push-on lid with matching 
swivel closure, and powder coated finish.

H2Go Aria

20.9 oz double wall 18/8 stainless steel 
thermal bottle with copper vacuum 
insulation, threaded insulated lid, and 
powder coated finish. 

Camper Travel Mug

16.9 oz double wall 18/8 stainless steel 
thermal mug with copper vacuum 
insulation, stainless steel rim, clear 
push-on lid with matching swivel closure, 
and powder coated finish.
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Camper Travel Mug

Retail

Beverage Napkin

Perfect For Any Event - Beverage 
Napkin Hot Stamp Coined
6 Different Colors To Choose From
Coined Edge
3-Ply Facial Quality Tissue
Made In The USA

Përka® Paper Drinking Cup

10oz Capacity single wall paper cup
320gsm/16pt Virgin Food Grade Cup 
Board
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Thank you for checking out the latest and 
greatest from our 2019 Fall Showcase!

Please contact your sales team with any 
questions and new projects.


